
Stefan Goldmann: portfolio – selected works and performances

overview: 

site-speci fic concerts
• Philharmonie Berlin
• LACMA Los Angeles 
• Honen-in Temple Kyoto

music theatre and dance
• ALIF (long-format experimental music theatre)
• The Grand Hemiola (ballet)

extending the scope of sampling
• 17:50 (extracting tunings and intonation)
• Remiksz (erasing christian fennesz's sample collection, sample by sample)

uncovering the core of media
• Presets (industrial pre-formatted aesthetics)
• Ghost Hemiola (the medium without its content / emergent polymeter)
• Null and Void (object-based audio arts: vinyl records within vinyl records)

comparative aesthetics 
• Input (beyond digital I: electronic composition for ensemble through multiple scores)
• Le Sacre du Printemps Edit (comparative interpretation and recording arts history)

alternative notation
• Trails (beyond digital II: electronic composition for acoustic players)

formal shift
• Veiki (shifting the metric base of techno)
• Tacit Script (designing microtonal scales)
• Vector Rituals (liquid grids)

extended reality
• Call and Response (impossible architecture built with arti fical reverberation)

https://stefangoldmann.com/projects 

https://stefangoldmann.com/projects


Live at Philharmonie Berlin (2020)     audio: https://soundcloud.com/stefangoldmann/m63/s-FDgI4OIQWh9
CD: Macro M63 

https://soundcloud.com/stefangoldmann/m63/s-FDgI4OIQWh9


ALIF (2016) 
commissioned by MaerzMusik Berlin / ION Festival Nürnberg
Supported by Kulturstiftung des Bundes, Schering Stiftung, Kofinanzierungsfonds Berlin & Ernst von Siemens Musikstiftung

experimental music theatre

personnel: Samir Odeh-Tamimi (co-composer), Jeremias Schwarzer (concept, conductor, recorder soloist), 
Chiharu Shiota (installation), Salome Kammer (vocal soloist), Jan Dolezel (organ), Zafraan Ensemble, Stefan
Goldmann (live electronics)

With a duration of 5 hours, alif spans an evening of electronics by Stefan Goldmann, meeting ensemble and 
chamber works by Samir Odeh-Tamimi, as well as improvisations involving different constellations of 
electronics with voice, organ, recorder and ensemble. Vocal performer Salome Kammer's protagonist status 
is countered by an array of contrasting voice-like synthetic layers. The electronic parts employ speci fically 
conceived tuning systems and explore their possibilities through relentless repetition. 

The performance space is set within an installation by Chiharu Shiota, consisting of a vast network of 
transparent tubes through which a red liquid is pumped in polymetric rhythmic cycles. Enhanced by audio 
and video ampli fications, aural and visual aspects form an integrated temporal and spatial entity.

At the Berlin premiere, the audience approached the room through an actual tunnel below Radialsystem, 
surfacing in the performance space as if entering a diving bell. Within the room different areas and 
viewpoints could be chosen, allowing for changed perspectives over time. 

The ION Nuremberg version was adapted to include site-speci fic aspects addressing the acoustics of 
UNESCO World Heritage Site, St.Lorenz Kirche. The performance integrated multi-channel diffusion, 
directing sound into different reverberant subsettings within the nave, and extensive improvisational 
exchanges between Stefan Goldmann and experimental organist Jan Dolezel, playing the church's three 
pipe organ arrays. 





Live at LACMA (2017)
format: site-speci fic performance

LACMA Los Angeles County Museum of Art, Resnick Pavilion (USA)  

Multi-channel concert format incorporating video synthesis as part of the exhibition at LACMA: 
'Renaissance & Reformation: German Art in the Age of Dürer and Cranach'.   

performers: Stefan Goldmann (live electronics), 404.zero (real-time video synthesis)



Abstractly mirroring renaissance art's systematic approaches to spatial and anatomic representation, live 
electronics were used to unfold different tuning systems and shifting rhythmic grids into the exhibition space. 
Through multi-channel diffusion digital room simulations interacted with the complex natural acoustics of 
LACMA's Resnick Pavilion. The visual layer of the performance by video synthesists 404.zero employed 
parametric audio-to-video conversions and generative algorithms to visualize multiple aspects of the 
compositions involved.

https://unframed.lacma.org/2017/02/03/weekend-lacma 

further performances: 

2017: CCK Centro Cultural Kirchner, Buenos Aires (Argentina) – with Javier Benjamín (adapted version)
video excerpt: https://vimeo.com/247333026

2017: Paradise AIR, Matsudo (Japan) – concert version (audio only) 

https://vimeo.com/247333026
https://unframed.lacma.org/2017/02/03/weekend-lacma


Null and Void (2015 / 2017) 

A record (0) onto which an empty groove has been cut is visually scanned. Two versions of this image, 
differing in magnitude and off-centre position, are then transferred physically into the grooves of two new 
records, 1 and 2. The images of 0 then appear visually on the surfaces of 1 and 2.   

The imaging is achieved by modulating the amplitude of a carrier signal with the output of a brightness 
sensor. The sensor moves over the image of 0 in a spiral, registering the recesses and elevations of the 
record's surface as represented in its scan. The sensor's trajectory matches the vinyl groove of a 12" record, 
into which the resulting audio content is cut. Images of 0 then miraculously reappear on the new records' 
surfaces.   

On playback, the modulated carrier signal can be heard: a sinewave at 1760 Hz is probing the projected 
object like a sonar. Cutting the audio files to 12" records will reproduce the encoded images.

Software & vinyl cut by Shinsuke Yamaji.  



Input (2015) for electronics, ensemble and composers (open work in progress)
commissioned by Weimarer Frühjahrstage Festival 

collaborators: 
Daniel Chernov, Christian Diemer, Johannes K. Hildebrandt, Erik Janson, Adrian Pavlov, Lukas Tobiassen, 
Dimitar Milev. 

performers: Landesjugendsensemble für Neue Musik, Yuri Lebedev (Weimar / Donaueschingen), 
Ensemble 180° & members of Ensemble Modern (Sofia)

Input is an electronic work which inverts the common remix process by providing the 'remix' first, and then 
asks composers to backwards-engineer what they hear into 'original' scores for ensemble (inverted remix 
scenario). By collaborating with several composers (Johannes K. Hildebrandt, Christian Diemer and Erik 
Janson), direct auditory comparison in concert reveals surprising common traits in unlikely places, and 
simultaneously highlights differences between individual approaches. Ambiguities of sound/score relations 
as well as emergent parallelisms and unexpected congruencies become part of the sensory and cognitive 
experience. 

Together with Trails, Input is part of a group of works translating electronic music for human players of 
acoustic instruments (synthesis functioning as a score). Falsifying the assumption that electronic music is 
automatically subject of unlimited digital distribution, these works also form access as a part of the 
composition process: in the case of Input only the involved composers have access to the digital work at 
source level. The audience infers its characteristics through the commonalities of the derivative works for 
ensemble.

Quantitative aspects: the work introduces direct comparability of individual approaches to orchestration and
designs a complex chain of transformations: cross-media collaboration, scores and ensemble composition 
as further stages of translation and as different layers of production time.

Conceived as an open work, Input received further instantiations as part of a Stefan Goldmann portrait 
concert at 180° Festival Sofia, which hosted an open competition, won by Daniel Chernov (Argentina). 

further performances: 

Upgrade Festival, Donaueschingen, Rheinsberg, Germany 2015
180° Festival, Sofia, Bulgaria 2016
Duisburg, Dresden, Leipzig, Germany 2018
Rousse, Bulgaria, 2019



Trails (2013) for electronics and percussion trio
commissioned by NyMusikk Norway
first performance: Only Connect Festival, Oslo

performers: Stefan Goldmann, Pinquins Percussion Trio 

In Trails players are required to translate a purely electronic composition into acoustic sound. i.e. instead of 
being reproduced through loudspeakers, the synthetic musical gestures are interpreted acoustically by 
human performers, re-imagining techniques for physical instruments in order to match the electronic 
sounds. Developed as an alternative method of music notation, the score constitutes a more holistic, 
perception-based representation of its musical objects and their gestural movements rather than the 
necessarily parametric visualisations of traditional notation.

Shifts between hidden source and live interpretation: Optionally, parts of the work can be assigned to 
live electronics, blending in elements of the original source at varying degrees. Thus the line between 
composition and performance is further blurred, becoming an aesthetic parameter in its own right. 

Access as parameter: The electronic source is never revealed in its entirety to the audience, but is 
available only to the performers during rehearsals with a strict no-copy policy. The source is further withheld 
from digital distribution – access as a formal device, a parameter of composition, and a falsi fication of claims 
to compulsory universal availability of digital audio content.

further performances: 

Now! Festival der Essener Philharmonie – Zeche Zollverein, Essen (D) 2014
(Stephan Froleyks, Matthias Engler, Gereon Voß – percussion, Stefan Goldmann – live electronics)



Presets project (2014/2015)

Industry Macro M40 (CD / LP) 
Presets – Digital Shortcuts to Sound (book) Bookworm, London (currently in 4th edition) 

Presets are pre-programmed and electronically or mechanically saved settings of devices such as 
synthesizers or effects units: factory sounds, equivalent to stock photography or preset filters in apps like 
Instagram. Audio presets provide a library of “typical” and supposedly desirable sounds – thus enable 
consumers to bypass individual programming and get results quickly. Each modern instrument or software 
comes with presets, and people use them heavily.

The book: For his first book, Stefan Goldmann has talked to industry leaders, programmers, producers, 
musicians and artists working in audio-related time-based media to compile a comprehensive description of 
automated audio: from synthesis to sample libraries, from instrument emulations and gear cloning to 
automated composition and performance – shortcuts in electronic music, classical and traditional musics, 
guitar rock & audio-related visual arts are covered. 

Featuring Robert Henke (Ableton), Mike Daliot (Native Instruments), Michael Wagener (producer – Ozzy 
Osbourne, Janet Jackson, Metallica), Cory Arcangel, Dinis Schemann (pianist), the Korg M1 development 
team and others.

The album: Industry sheds all individual effort and tests how far one can get by employing presets only. All 
sounds are generated through obscure factory presets from now obsolete 1990s Japanese workstation 
synths, all effects are preset and all notes are quantised. Industry doesn’t rely on successful presets but on 
failed sounds – industrial assumption of where culture will go, but chose not to. The result is a surprisingly 
pleasant listening experience with effortless grooves and rich textures – and mildly demonic connotations of 
conveyor belts experiencing mood swings. 0% sound design. 100% presets.

listen:  bit.ly/2jmjYXv  

Groove Magazin (DE) readers' poll, #4 book of the year
VUT Indie Awards: best experimental album nominee 
Initiative Musik production grant 
French translation (excerpt): Revue Audimat 05/2016
Russian translation scheduled for 2022 by Shoom Publishers, Moscow

http://bit.ly/2jmjYXv


Ghost Hemiola (2013) 
format: 2x12 �  single sided vinyl disks, empty locked grooves cut at 33 and 45 rotation speeds (rpm)
released as Macro M22R double vinyl

'Digitisation liberated content from its physical carrier. Ghost Hemiola liberates the physical carrier from its 
content.'

Record 1: 66 empty locked grooves (loops) at 33.3 RPM (= 4/4 at 133.3 BPM)
Record 2: 66 empty locked grooves (loops) at 45 RPM (= 3/4 at 135 BPM)

Ghost Hemiola is a double vinyl set of empty locked grooves which contain nothing but the surface noise 
of vinyl. A sculptural revision of Stefan Goldmann’s earlier locked groove-based double vinyl 'The Grand 
Hemiola', but also a hauntological vinyl surface-noise tool kit. 

Pulling a knife or other tool to its grooves allows for literally cutting individual beats directly into the 
record. A total of 132 empty grooves allows for as many individual patterns to be created. Any contact with 
the needle or the accumulation of dust will alter the surface noise of the groove. All loops together allow for 
4356 layered combinations, with further variation available by changing rotation speeds with the continuous 
pitch controls of a set of turntables. 

Musikexpress (DE): The last word on the digital era, spoken by Stefan Goldmann. Ghost Hemiola 
“contains” 132 empty grooves on two LPs. The quite concrete music emerges when the needle touches the 
record which changes with time when dust and dirt alters its surface. But also – and Goldmann explicitly 
encourages this – through mechanical manipulation of the vinyl. *****

Award Nominee, Preis der Deutschen Schallplattenkritik
Remixed by Maria Chavez – CD “Maria Chavez Plays Stefan Goldmann's Ghost Hemiola” (Macro, 2019)



Le Sacre du Printemps Edit (2010)
format: digital edit of multiple orchestral recordings
released as Macro M10 (CD)

A minimalistic cut-up on the edges of perception of Igor Stravinsky’s seminal 1913 work. Staying entirely true
to the original score (nothing has been changed at the notation level), the edit moves through fourteen 
historic recordings of the work (from noisy mono pre-WWII to the crisp DDD hi-res versions of today) in 146 
individually blended segments. Nothing has been left out, nothing has been added. And still, everything 
changes. 

At first listen it is hard to recognise it has been edited at all. Every couple of seconds though one is smoothly 
transplanted into a different room, listening to a different orchestra under a different conductor. A journey 
through concert hall acoustics, microphone positions and mixdown decisions, as well as a sequence of 
insights into historic and artistic differences in interpretation.

The resulting sequence of different shades of tape hiss in the recordings forms an aesthetic layer in its own 
right, as you can follow a floating noise 'contour' throughout the work – probably the clearest clue pointing at 
the editing process. 

This is also one of the first works of Stefan Goldmann focusing on quantitative aesthetics, and probably the
first effort to make the rich interpretation history of Sacre tangible through direct juxtaposition.

listen:  bit.ly/2jmgQLh 

first performance: 

AUT Architekturforum Innsbruck, Austria 2011 (Stefan Goldmann, recordings & live electronics)

http://bit.ly/2jmgQLh


Live At Honen-in Temple (2012)
format: site-speci fic concert performance 
released as Macro M33 (CD)

The concert at Kyoto's historic Honen-in Temple was produced to speci fically address the unique setting in 
an open hall between two gardens inside the temple buildings complex. Performed during sunset, 
environmental sounds from the nearby forest, the gardens and the city merged with the music. 

Employing a 6 channel array of spherical speakers for diffusion, microtonal drifts, metallic grids and delicate 
turns merged into a gleaming monolithic pull and integrated with the surroundings. 

This performance was part of Stefan Goldmann's 2012 Villa Kamogawa artist residency.

listen:  bit.ly/2irt3i6 

press: 

“Voluptuous beauty.” (Q Magazine) UK
“Pulling sounds apart as if with his bare hands.” (Wire Magazine) UK
“Strange, magical and brilliant.” (Mixmag) UK
“As carefully tended as a Japanese garden.” (Textura) CDA

http://bit.ly/2irt3i6


Veiki (2018)                                                                            https://soundcloud.com/stefangoldmann/veikimix
commissioned by Radialsystem V, Berlin
CD, Macro (2019) 

'Veiki' is a foray onto new rhythmic ground for machine-based dance music. While its sounds appear firmly grounded in 
contemporary techno, its pulse is neither based on the 4/4 tradition nor on the breakbeat continuum. The metres 
employed here are distinctly asymmetric – i.e. they never add up to binary entities. With patterns of 7, 9 or 11, they offer 
possibilities for dislocating the centre of gravity in ways not available to binary rhythmic fare. Thus this may represent one
of the few systematic efforts to move slamming machine techno onto an alternative rhythmic foundation: Real broken 
beat.

Veiki in Concert at Mutek Festival, Palacio Alsina – Buenos Aires (2019)

“Maßgebend in vielen Fragen zur Ästhetik der elektronischen Musik ist der Berliner Komponist, DJ und Autor Stefan Goldmann. Er beherrscht den 
regulären Techno-Track genauso wie dessen Ableitungen, er seziert und dekonstruiert das Genre und kommt dabei oft zu erstaunlichen Ergebnissen.
Mit seiner Klangforschung ist Goldmann immer einen Schritt weiter als die Anderen und mit fast jeder seiner Arbeiten liefert er ein Experiment, das keiner 
vor ihm gemacht hat. [...] Auf VEIKI arbeitet Goldmann mit – nach allgemeinem 4-to-the-floor-Verständnis – ungewöhnlichen Metren: 7/16, 9/8 und 11/16 
[...] 

Ungerade Metren sind keine Er findung Goldmanns, es gibt sie auch in Jazz, Klassik und advanced electronics, sowie in der Musik Südosteuropas, aber im 
Techno sind sie eher eine Rarität. So besteht VEIKI vordergründig aus Techno-Tracks [...], aber sie klingen durch ihr komplexes Rhythmusfundament wie 
kaum etwas in der zeitgenössischen elektronischen Musik.”

(Albert Koch in Musikexpress)    www.musikexpress.de/reviews/stefan-goldmann-veiki 

https://soundcloud.com/stefangoldmann/veikimix
http://www.musikexpress.de/reviews/stefan-goldmann-veiki


Remiksz (2010)

Tapeworm, cassette

This is a remix of Christian Fennesz's 'Szampler' cassette release, created by Stefan Goldmann through 
erasing Fennesz's original samples one by one and replacing them with corresponding samples of his own, 
made between 1999 and 2010 for his Akai S5000 sampler. As a result, this cassette contains no sounds 
whatsoever from Fennesz's original. 

While the original 'Szampler' release was a journey through Christian Fennesz's sample collection, Stefan 
Goldmann structured his own sound archive around the layout of 'Szampler', replacing it all sound by sound. 
The result is a dialogue of the sonic building blocks beneath the works of two of today's foremost electronic 
artists. And a first ever glimpse behind the curtains – a full anatomy of sound, more revealing than any 
interview on "how it was done." 

press: 

Wire Magazine (UK):

Remiksz follows a previous Tapeworm release, Szampler, in which Fennesz stitched together a series of samples from 
a collection amassed over more than a decade of laptop sound manipulations. Goldmann replaces every single one of 
Fennesz's samples from that piece, so that the end result consists entirely of his own personally sourced sounds. In this 
sense it's a remix of Fennesz in the same way that working through Shakespeare's “Sonnet XIX” replacing every word 
might be a remix. Does this Borgesian exercise leave a trace element of the organising spirit of Fennesz's piece? Is it a 
meta-comment on the tenuous connection of so many remixes to the original?

What Remiksz is: a series of miniatures, strung together like jewels on a necklace. A high-speed flick through a 
scrapbook in which speaker-shredding static is succeeded by ghostly absence and then klaxons of distortion. Eight 
seconds of static; ten seconds of sinister machinoid exhalations. 

Experiments begun and discarded by some post-millennial Radiophonic Workshop. A roulette-wheel spin through a 
radio dial in which most stations are playing musique concrète – but a booming electro groove could click into place at 
any time. A post-sampling Faust Tape; an utterly absorbing sound world. [Sam Davies]



The Grand Hemiola: Ballett, Nationaltheater Mannheim (2010)

commissioned by Jetztmusikfestival & Nationaltheater Mannheim

Ballett des Nationaltheaters Mannheim 
Kevin O'day – choreography 
Stefan Goldmann – live electronics 
Bernhard Hammer – guitar  
Jakob Schneidewind – bass 
Bernhard Breuer – percussion

release: The Grand Hemiola, Macro M22 (2013) 2x12”

video excerpt: https://youtu.be/XriXJjGUK6k 

https://youtu.be/XriXJjGUK6k


Tacit Script (2018) Macro M57 CD / Further Records 117 LP (USA)

Tacit Script builds a network of interdependent grids in which sound objects move and thrive along multiple 
dimensions.

All frequencies fall into custom scales, developed individually for each track and generated by bending the 
standard chromatic system. Most electronically produced music operates with a 1V per octave tuning which 
is divided into 12 equally spaced steps, an electric equivalent to the common equal temperament tuning. 
Stefan Goldmann skews or stretches this variable in order to achieve different microtonal spacings, wider or 
narrower, thus eliminating the octave – commonly a fixture in most music systems. Intervals might thus be at 
75% or 110% or 138% of their ‘regular’ ratio. Melodic objects then traverse these unfamiliar spectral 
structures, singing electric songs with alien voices.

Divergent metric layers drift apart, only to be pulled back together at critical points. Clearly pulsed elements 
hammer out persistent patterns, yet complex polymetric friction persists over long stretches of time. 
Alternating continuous sweeps and abrupt shifts through wavetables define the highly synthetic, yet 
organically developing timbres of Tacit Script. Relentless repetition is the force which yields coherent 
composite shapes in this setting. The results are emphatically in the realm of techno – what is being pushed 
forward are the interrelations of its constituent layers.

https://macrorec.bandcamp.com/album/tacit-script

https://macrorec.bandcamp.com/album/tacit-script


17:50 (2012) Macro M30 CD / double LP                       https://soundcloud.com/stefangoldmann/1750preview

17:50 employs traditional, empirically developed microtonal systems as well as expressive 'pitch-bend' 
intonation contours and links them to synthesis, without ever sampling any 'ethnic' sources. 

These tunings have been tried and tested for centuries and thus have an immediate appeal which 
conceptually planned systems rarely exhibit. As an approach to discrete sampling, solely one single 
parameter is extracted from complex sources: pitch information. All sound design has been synthesised 
independently. 

press: 

Resident Advisor (UK) Stefan Goldmann’s productions don’t sound like they’re coming from the same 
universe as practically everything else on the shelves. 

Musikexpress (D) With every release Goldmann adds a new chapter to electronic music. There is hardly 
any other producer who better merges danceability with avant-garde crazyness. ***** 

Groove Magazin (D) Perfectly danceable, outlandish and raw – a bridge into unknown territory. 

Tagesspiegel (D) What Stefan Goldmann does today is minimalistic, but also playful. His techno isn’t just 
danceable – it is elaborate. We will probably never hear anything boring by him. 

TAZ die tageszeitung (D) It's absolutely no surprise that Goldmann manages to produce such innovation. 
He is one of techno’s brightest minds. 17:50 works like a techno record, but sounds completely different. 

Zitty Magazin (D) 17:50 is a bit of a musical revolution. 

Textura (CDA) The Berlin-based DJ/producer goes his own way, carving out an idiosyncratic path that’s his 
and his alone. Though nominally techno, his music is distinguished by an ever-imaginative take on the form. 
A creator who’s exceptionally imaginative, endlessly curious, and, one presumes, never happier than when 
he’s bringing a project to fruition. 

Beats and Beyond (NL) A unique example of intelligent electronic music that far exceeds the boundaries of 
techno. Intriguing from beginning to end, it reveals new facets upon each spin. Highly recommended. 

Clubbing Spain (ES) At the foremost firing line again. 

BBC Radio 1 (UK) Magic. Something really otherworldly about the harmonics in this record, it’s totally 
unique in its approach and delivery. A real rarity these days. 

Juice FM (UK) Off-kilter techno weirdness sounding like nothing else out there. 

Radio France – Le Mouv (FR) Brilliant. 

https://soundcloud.com/stefangoldmann/1750preview


Vector Rituals (2022) Macro M65 LP                        https://bit.ly/3TVfh4h  //  https://youtu.be/LZk0OSzK2wE

'Ayon' commissioned by Goethe Institut / Planetario Galileo Galilei Buenos Aires 

Proprietary rhythm: Synthesized from the ground up, metric properties, timbral characteristics, dynamic 
expression and microrhythmic positioning are shaped by a layered multitude of simple control voltage 
functions. The result is an assembly of abstract dances ranging from the intricate to the powerful. 

Near-humanoid behaviour emerges from liquid patterns, laid out and brought to life by the freewheeling 
encounter of modular waveforms and snappy envelopes. Sounds evoke metallic textures – ringing, scraping,
subduing – and virtual shapes, ranging from tiny spikes to vast surfaces. 

Some of the parametric relationships employed are as loose as to imply chance drifts. Others lock in with 
strict regularity as in the 13 vs. 17 pattern of 'Nayba'. Or consider the strictly repetitive, yet highly asymmetric
sequence of 'Yukagir' where each metric step has its own uniquely irregular duration. The rhythmic 
constituents of 'Tiksi' and 'Valkumey' oscillate between noisily percussive and chiming tonal qualities. The 
center piece of this collection is 'Ayon', with its multiple autonomous as well as highly agile timelines. Its 
layers break away in radial fashion and fall back together at widely spaced points of congregation. 

https://youtu.be/LZk0OSzK2wE
https://bit.ly/3TVfh4h


Call and Reponse (2022) Ash International 13.9 CD                                                       https://bit.ly/3gxlNQX

supported with a grant by the Senate of Berlin

Call and Response has been crafted entirely from arti ficial reverb and nothing else: historic and 
contemporary units, responding only to brief electronic impulses (clicks). 

All sounds stem exclusively from the intrinsic properties of machines designed to replicate spatial acoustics. 
These range from early mechanical means such as springs and plates to increasingly complex algorithms 
aimed at convincingly approximating the rich acoustic responses of real world environments. 

The devices’ idiosyncrasies enable the creation of spaces that fall short of naturalistic expectations. Yet new 
possibilities of exploring physically impossible alternative realities emerge. Recorded music has a rich history
of much beloved and highly unreal spatial designs – from the slap-back sounds of rock’n’roll and the echoes 
of dub to gated-snare reverbs. Despite the expected obsolescence of most historic efforts in the age of 
convolution reverb technology, many odd spatialisation techniques persist and are now the subject of 
contemporary emulation. 

In ‘Call and Response’, the capacity of arti ficial reverb to go far beyond what the reflections of physical 
surfaces can elicit is often ampli fied to gargantuan proportions, only to be folded back into what appears to 
be the most minuscule of entrapments. Hissing tunnels and threatening wells vibrate left and right. A 
succession of ‘frozen’ reverbs solidi fies what otherwise would be fleeting reflections. Rapid shifts create 
artifacts that tear the fabric of space, only to reveal the underlying mechanics of its simulation. Occasional 
feedback, a reverb’s output looped back into its input, produces eerie harmonic textures inherent in 
algorithmic response curves (analogous to resonance frequencies determined by a room’s geometric 
shape). 

The continuously dynamic handling of parameters such as size, density and shape allows for the exploration 
of impossible architecture along impossible trajectories: 

An aural choreography, plotted along permanently receding walls, liquid ceilings and crumbling 
floors. 

https://bit.ly/3gxlNQX

